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Abstract
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) is essential in the development and 
competitiveness of  Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). Its assimilation for better use appears 
as a recurring theme in the academic literature. Learning has been identified as a means of  
assimilating ICT in organizations. Learning and intensive knowledge exchange are components 
of  service, according to Service Dominant Logic (S-D logic). The goal of  our work is to 
understand how an organization learns to use ICT in an environment influenced by service 
management. To accomplish this, we present a case study of  a Mexican SME, which has applied 
service management principles and shows ICT assimilation based on learning processes. The 
contribution of  our research is the identification of  service factors, which may be related to the 
reduction of  learning barriers. The identified relationship has allowed us to propose an 
organizational intervention model that helps ICT assimilation in SMEs.
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Our 

contribution 

lies in the 

influence of  
service on the 

learning to use 

technology

1. Introduction

The use and assimilation of  Information and Communications Technology (ICT) in small and 
medium companies (SME) is a widely addressed topic in literature, due to the importance of  
this sector in the economy and the impact that technology has in the processes and the 
competitiveness of  these organizations (Matthews, 2007; Tarutè & Gatautis, 2014). As 
technology is considered an influential asset that is incorporated into organizational practices, 
learning is a means for its assimilation (Akaka & Vargo, 2014; Hock-Hai, Xinwei, Kwok-Kee, 
Choon-Ling & Lee, 2006). This learning may present barriers, one of  them known as defensive 
reasoning, which has been proposed and studied in depth by Argyris (1977; 1985; 1994; 2002). 
Since the intensive exchange of  knowledge and competences is an intrinsic element to services 
(Grönroos, 2012; Vargo & Lusch, 2016), there are proposals that suggest that when clients and 
suppliers interact, they are exposed to learning, both between people and organizations. Service 
Dominant (S-D) Logic proposes to observe the world from a perspective in which products 
and services are ways of  exchanging knowledge and competences between actors (Akaka & 
Vargo, 2014; Greer, Lusch & Vargo, 2016). Organizational service and organizational learning 
are moving increasingly closer to one another in the literature and in practice, which invites us 
to continue with this investigation.

Different proposals have been developed to reduce the learning barriers in the organizations 
(Argyris, 2002; Holmer, 2014). In addition, there is a growing theoretical contribution 
concerning the way in which the service’s features promote organizational learning. The above 
notwithstanding, there are few proposals addressing organizational learning when the 
organization is exposed to the service phenomenon, specifically, the way in which learning 
barriers are reduced when the actors are interacting within the service logic.

The aim of  this paper is to understand the way in which an organization uses ICT with the 
influence of  the S-D logic, with the purpose of  proposing intervention strategies to reduce 
learning barriers. To reach this goal, case study methodology is used with multiple units of  
analysis in a Mexican SME. The principles of  S-D logic are applied and it shows an 
assimilation process focused on learning.

The contribution of  our research consists of  the identification of  the relationship that S-D 
logic may have with the reduction of  learning barriers, which appears in the changes in 
evaluation and use that members of  the organization implement during the Service Level 
Agreement process. The identified relationship has led us to propose an organizational learning 
model based on that proposed by Argyris (1977; 2003). Its core idea is the satisfaction of  a 
client’s needs, mitigating the evaluation of  the results of  the action. This reduces defensive 
reasoning, identified as an important learning barrier.

2. Review of the literature
2.1. Use and assimilation of ICT in SMEs
The use and assimilation of  ICT in SMEs is a topic that has been widely addressed in 
literature, due to the importance of  this sector in the economy (INEGI, 2016; Vandenberg, 
2006) and the impact that technology has on the processes and competitiveness of  
organizations (Matthews, 2007; Tarutè & Gatautis, 2014).

Interesting studies have been conducted on the factors that have an impact on the assimilation 
of  ICT in SMEs and competitiveness. Research by authors such as Pérez Pérez, Martínez 
Sánchez, De Luis Carnicer & Vela Jiménez (2006) and Hoyos & Valencia (2012) have identified 
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some barriers to assimilation, such as failing to identify the return on investment to the 
company and potential resistance by personnel, for example. In addition, Harindranath, 
Dyerson & Barnes (2008) and Khuong, Harindranath & Dyerson (2014) agree, based on a case 
study, that the lack of  knowledge leads people to experience uncertainty that becomes a barrier 
to the assimilation of  these technologies. Finally, Taylor (2015) deals with the detailed study of  
the factors of  assimilation from two theoretical models that he incorporates into his own 
proposal: firstly, he takes into account leadership and internal and external factors of  the 
organization, and secondly, he considers the characteristics of  technology, as well as the state 
of  the market and the organization. The author encourages us to keep exploring the factors 
and strategies surrounding the adoption of  technology. Interesting studies address the 
relationship that exists between internal innovation and technological progress (Sánchez-
Sellero, Sánchez-Sellero, Sánchez-Sellero & Cruz-González, 2015) and the impact the 
investment has on regional technological advances (Sánchez-Sellero, Rosell-Martínez & García-
Vázquez, 2014). Even though investments focused on R&D may have an impact on 
competitiveness, a key factor is to increase the productivity of  companies (Pampillón Olmedo 
& Pampillón Albert, 2017); here is where the assimilation of  ICT is relevant.

Among the assimilation factors, we find that organizational learning is relevant when the 
company is in a process of  technological assimilation. The reduction of  learning barriers in 
organizations during the process of  assimilating technology thus becomes an interesting 
research topic.

2.2. The relationship between ICT and organizations
ICT and its relationship with organizations has been a topic of  interest for researchers for 
some time now (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001; Shaikh & Karjaluoto, 2015). To interact with 
technology, people must find some meaning in its use. The reference frameworks are 
definitions of  the organizational reality, and at the same time, they are vehicles for 
understanding, action and purpose of  use (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994; Young, Mathiassen & 
Davidson, 2016). When the members of  the organization share their mental structures and 
these are oriented towards what the organization wishes to be the product of  the use of  
technology, it can be said that they are engaged in a learning process to use this technology in 
the desired manner.

As we can see, the use of  technology is addressed from different perspectives and we find that 
there is agreement on the need for this use to be framed in a process of  management that 
provides consistence and alignment with the organization’s interests (Laudon & Laudon, 2016; 
Loh & Venkatraman, 1992; Luftman, 2004; Luftman, Lyytinen & Ben-Zvi, 2015). There are 
two management proposals that have been most recognized in the literature:

• Governance, understood as a combination of  politics and organizational agreements that 
represent a reference framework to provide accountability (De Haes & Van Grembergen, 
2009; Van Grembergen & De Haes, 2016).

• Service management, which has its greatest applications in the practices proposed in ITIL1 or 
the management standard for technology services ISO/IEC 20000 (Iden & Eikebrokk, 2013).

Therefore, it is appropriate that the use of  technology be framed according to the 
organization’s interests, not only because the decisions and evaluation of  the use correspond to 

1 Information Technology Infrastructure Library. Consists of the combination of best practices for the management of information 
technology services.
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this framework, but also because the change in the members of  the organization in relation to 
what they perceive might correspond more closely to these interests.

2.3. Organizational learning
Organizational learning, understood as the result of  the learning by its members (Senge, 2014), 
is related to the transformation of  people’s framework of  reference (Argyris & Schon, 1974), 
and it is manifested in the changes that the actions undergo and the way of  evaluating its 
results (Dodgson, 1993; Levitt & March, 1988; Simons, 1995). Depending on how people 
adjust their actions, they learn from the results and, eventually, they can even challenge the 
evaluation reference, either in terms of  the performance indicators or the expected objectives. 
The identification of  gaps or differences in performance is a catalyst of  learning.

In his seminal work, Argyris (1977) introduces a recognized learning model based on two 
process: the one that people perform in an attempt to reach the goals of  their daily actions, 
recognized as single-loop learning, and the one that people perform when they identify the 
need to question and adjust measurement indicators and the policies that regulate them, known 
as double-loop learning (See Table 1).

Table 1
Double-loop learning

Double loop

Single loop

Variables that govern it

Results and 
consequences Action strategy

Defensive reasoning is one of  the main barriers to learning (Argyris, 1985), since people 
develop a series of  mechanisms directly related to the resistance to recognize the mistake or 
the failure to fulfill the goals established by the organization. Therefore, if  it is not possible to 
recognize the gaps between what people expect and what people achieve, it will not be possible 
to learn.

If  we contemplate the model by Argyris, we will realize that the second learning cycle (the 
most relevant of  the model) depends on the completion of  the first cycle, which at the same 
time, is based on the evaluation of  the results. This evaluation is also the trigger of  defensive 
reasoning, which is an important learning barrier. The model thus has as a learning barrier the 
same activity that triggers it: the evaluation of  the results. It is here, in this coincidence, where 
we find an opportunity for intervention that has not yet been explored.
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The double cycle learning has continued to be an important line of  research developed by 
Argyris (1977; 1985, 1991, 2002, 2003) and studied more recently by Kim, MacDonald & 
Andersen (2013).

2.4. The service, logic, science and applications
The growth and impact of  the services sector in the economy make it a central player on a 
global level, and in recent years this has generated great academic interest in an aim to 
understand them in a deeper manner (Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons, 2013; Grönroos & Voima, 
2013; Gummesson, 2014a; Lovelock, Patterson & Wirtz, 2015; Reynoso, Kandampully, Fan & 
Paulose, 2015; Spohrer, Maglio, Bailey & Gruhl, 2007).

The lines of  research in services have an inflection point in the well-known proposal by Vargo 
and Lusch (2004; 2008; 2016), called Service-Dominant (S-D) Logic, in which they establish 
first eight, and then eleven, premises that introduce a new research perspective: products can 
contain the knowledge and competence of  a manufacturer, and are used and evaluated by a 
client. Among the premises, it is established that the service includes intensive interactions in 
which there is an exchange of  knowledge and in which the participants will necessarily place 
the focus on the client.

The exchange of  knowledge and competences and the client focus are intrinsic elements of  the 
service that stand out and invite us to explore the opportunities that they might offer in the 
process of  organizational learning. It should also be noted that, over the past ten years, the way 
in which these elements work during the service provisioning has begun to be studied, which 
offers new perspectives that are interesting for us to explore.

While we find conceptual proposals about the relationship S-D logic might have with learning 
and innovation (Lusch & Nambisan, 2015), about the interaction and transference of  
knowledge among the actors that participate in the systems of  service (Baldwin & Von Hippel, 
2011) or about the way in which organizations learn to adapt in a service environment (Vargo, 
Wieland & Akaka, 2015), there is little about S-D logic, knowledge management or the 
reduction of  barriers to organizational learning.

We find an interesting opportunity to explore the relationship that might exist between the 
components of  the services and the reduction of  organizational learning barriers, drawn from 
the double loop model proposed by Argyris. For this reason, we focus our subject of  study on 
the search for an intervention model that allows organizations to learn to use ICT, reducing 
barriers through service.

3. Methodology
We situate our research question in the use of  technology mediated by learning in Mexican 
SMEs: How do organizations learn to use ICT influenced by S-D logic?

This question situates us in the qualitative paradigm with a realistic focus, according to the 
recommendations of  Creswell (2007) and Miles & Huberman (1994). Following the 
recommendations by Yin (2009; 2012), we used the tradition of  the case study, embedded with 
multiple units of  analysis. The author recommends that this methodology is suitable for cases that 
can be considered extreme or unique. He also argues that the use of  units of  analysis that behave 
like embedded crossover cases in a unique context that is difficult to replicate provides for sounder 
methodology. Gummesson (2014b), for example, makes the well-founded argument for the 
appropriateness of  using case studies as a means for generating new knowledge in the service sector.
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Strictly following the methodological recommendations, the research question is based on the 
following theoretical constructs, identified in the analysis of  the literature: the use of  
technology and its evaluation in organizations, organizational learning reflected in the change 
in how technology is used, and finally, the relationship that the elements of  S-D logic can have 
with the organizational learning process. The three theoretical constructs are built based on the 
systematic construction of  the theory presented in the previous section. From them are derived 
three proposals for study2:

•	 Proposal 1. The expected value for ICT use is reflected in the way in which the results are 
monitored and evaluated.

•	 Proposal 2. Organizational learning is reflected in the change in the way ICT are used and in 
the change in their evaluation.

•	 Proposal 3. S-D logic has an influence on the organizational learning in terms of  ICT use.

Yin (2009) recommends that in case studies, the learning paths be established that are to be 
explored instead of  hypotheses to be validated, in order to avoid, as much as possible, the 
deviations an observer might have had throughout the research.

As a case study, a Mexican SME was selected that falls within the 5% of  the organizations of  
this type interested in technology management and that have gradually incorporated service 
management practices. Mercantil Doméstica de Guadalajara is an SME founded in 1991 that 
began operation with eight employees in the furniture marketing industry. Its credit-based 
business model emphasized the need to maintain collection processes and the technologies that 
support them. The general director has dedicated attention to the planning, monitoring and 
control processes, particularly to those related to information systems. Given the nature of  the 
business model, the use of  information and technology is important for senior management, as 
the systematic application of  practices is derived from it, which can support information 
system management. To date, the company has 120 employees and is characterized by the 
consistent application of  ICT in its processes and for the novelty of  using technology to offer 
new services to its clients.

The area of  computer science, responsible for systems management, has demonstrated an 
interesting evolution in the way in which service is provided to the different areas and service 
management practices are applied. While instruments are available that enable it to design, 
monitor and control the services provided to the different user areas, their application has been 
less than homogeneous: in some cases, they have only been partially applied, and in others, not 
at all. Furthermore, there seems to be a heterogeneous use and evaluation of  the technology 
within companies. The above led us to select four different areas (Sales, Internal Auditing, 
Customer Service and General Administration), which were identified as units of  analysis (UA). 
This gave us the information we needed for a maximum variance analysis.

To conduct the research, we collected data at two different moments; first, we retrieved the 
history of  the use of  technology and services from the years 2009 to 2012, which was then 
contrasted with the period 2013-2016. The data collected focused primarily on the processes 
and the results of  the planning of  each of  the areas involved, on the way in which the ICT was 
applied to meet their objectives, on the methods and practices used to decide the adjustments 
and improvements in the ICT and on the relational mechanisms the users employed with the 

2 While we might be more familiar with the validation of hypotheses, the case study methodology is clear in that its design is based 
on what is known as “proposals for study”.
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IT department. Included were planning documents, processes for requesting services and 
changes in the ICT, meetings, workshops and performance reviews.

Following the methodological recommendations, information-gathering instruments were 
designed: interviews, documents to analyze, data to search for and events to record; all of  this 
using as a reference the research question, the research proposals and the first and second level 
question design. The information from 26 recorded and transcribed interviews was 
systematized, as were 14 team work and planning sessions, 94 work documents, 48 photographs 
and 40 hours of  video recordings. All evidence was analyzed and coded using ATLAS.ti 
software (www.atlasti.com), which enabled us to discover the relationships and variance through 
queries of  the codes, notes and memos recorded (see Table 2).

Once the information was systematized, different instruments of  reduction and analysis were 
created, one of  which is known as the “event status network,” which shows us some of  the 
events that were decisive in the changes in use within the company. Three additional 
systematization and analysis techniques were added to this instrument: an analysis of  the status 
of  the units of  analysis, which described the variations in the evidence on the technological use 
among the different company departments, an analysis of  the IT department support trends, 
and finally, a matrix with the most significant intervention events over the years. The evidence 
was processed through two stages: the first simply described the events, while the second 
sought to explain them as the result of  the patterns, coincidences and discrepancies found. The 
explanatory analysis produced the results that were compared with the theoretical framework 
to then suggest our contribution to the field of  knowledge.

Table 2
Systematization and analysis of the evidence using the ATLAS.ti system

Memos

Codes

Notes

http://www.atlasti.com/
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4. Results

As indicated, we decided to study the relationship that exists between the department 
responsible for managing the information technologies (or IT) and four different departments 
of  users of  these technologies: General Administration (UA 0), Internal Auditing (UA 1), Sales 
(UA 2) and Customer Service (UA 3) (See Table 3).

Table 3
The units of analysis (UA) are comprised of the provider (IT) and four user 
units

General 
Administration Internal Auditing

Provider (IT)

Sales Customer Service

UA 0 UA 1

UA 2 UA 3

4.1. Result 1
We observed that the units of  analysis present plausible differences in the way in which the 
expected value for the technology use was established. These differences stem from two 
different aspects (see Table 4):

1.	The	identification	strategy. While the units of  analysis UA 2 and UA 3 independently 
establish the expected value of  use, both UA 0 and UA 1 do so jointly, i.e., both units 
collaborate to identify what is expected from the use of  the technology. This evaluation is 
related to the single-loop of  organizational learning.

2. The reference used to identify the value. While units of  analysis UA 2 and UA 3 use as 
a reference their own indicators and needs, the units of  analysis UA 0 and UA 1 use an 
external reference, reflected in a client we have called the “third party in question.” In this 
case, the expectation compliance and client satisfaction indicators become the reference 
to be used. This evaluation is related to the double-loop of  organizational learning.
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Table 4

Differences in establishing the expected value for technology use

Aspect Unit 0 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Strategy to identify the 
technology use value

Jointly Jointly Independently Independently

Reference used to identify 
the technology use value

Client needs 
(third party in 
question)

Client needs 
(third party in 
question)

Department’s own 
indicators

Department’s own 
indicators

The results of  the information analysis showed us a plausible difference in the way in which 
the departments evaluate the use of  technology: using references linked to internal objectives 
of  each unit versus using references linked to the service objectives to a client, i.e., the 
indicators established in the Service Agreement and that are aligned with fulfilling client 
expectations and satisfaction. In the latter case, the participating departments jointly 
established the criteria to evaluate the use of  technology (Result 1).

4.2. Result 2
We observed that the units of  analysis also present plausible differences in the way in which 
the change in the technology use was decided. These differences stem from two different 
aspects:

1. The strategy to decide changes in use. While the units of  analysis UA 2 and UA 3 
independently decide the changes in the use of  technology, UA 0 and UA 1 do so jointly and 
in agreement with one another; i.e., both units collaborate in decision related to the changes 
to be implemented in the technology. This variation is related to the double-loop of  
organizational learning.

2. The reference used to decide changes in use. While the units of  analysis UA 2 and UA 3 
use their own needs as a reference, UA 0 and UA 1 do so according to the needs of  a third 
party in question. As mentioned in Result 1, these needs are documented in the Service 
Agreements and their objectives, which are aimed at fulfilling the expectations and ensuring 
client satisfaction. This variation is related to the double-loop of  organizational learning. 

In this case, we could observe a plausible difference in the way in which the departments 
decided on changes in technology. On the one hand, we found criteria linked once again to the 
internal objectives of  each department involved; on the other hand, we found that the 
departments involved decided on the corresponding changes together. In the latter case, the 
reference used to decide was in the compliance with the agreements established with an 
external client (Result 2).

The factors that show a variation in the units of  analysis are, on the one hand, the evaluation 
criteria (of  use), and on the other, the change criteria (of  use). These factors coincide with 
those that are considered in the double-loop model of  organizational learning. This suggests to 
us that the units of  analysis are learning to use the technology in different ways within the 
organization.

4.3. Result 3
The teams observed participated in a set of  events characterized by containing elements and 
tools for service management. Said events are described in Table 5.
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Table 5
Intervention events

Name of the event Description Elements of S-D logic present

Training on services Training of participants in service-related 
concepts and practices.

Not observed.

Quality standard in 
the service.

Application of service architecture design 
tools. 

Minimal presence of interaction among the 
participating departments, joint client 
focus and knowledge exchange.

Service Level 
Agreement (SLA).

Application of design tools for service 
deliverables, with stress on compliance 
with internal objectives.

Plausible presence of interaction among 
the participants. Knowledge exchange, 
depending on the negotiation.

Agreement A1 Application of design tools for service 
deliverables, with stress on an external 
client (third party in question).

High level of interaction and knowledge 
exchange. A strong focus on the external 
client (third party in question).

We can note that in the table above, the events are arranged from less to more according to the 
elements of  S-D logic identified in them: interaction, knowledge exchange and client focus (See 
Table 6).

Table 6
Participation of the units of analysis in the intervention events

Event Unit 0 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Training on services Computers and 
Accessories

Computers and 
Accessories

Computers and 
Accessories

Computers and 
Accessories

Quality standard in 
the service

Computers and 
Accessories
User

Computers and 
Accessories
User

Computers and 
Accessories
User

Computers and 
Accessories
User

Service Level 
Agreement (SLA)

Computers and 
Accessories
User

Computers and 
Accessories
User

No participation Computers and 
Accessories
User

Agreement A1 Computers and 
Accessories
User

Computers and 
Accessories
User

No participation No participation

We could see that the units of  analysis that show changes in the evaluation or in the use of  
ICT and thus best meet the company’s expectations are those that have taken part in the S-D 
logic and A1, in which interaction, client focus and knowledge exchange are present in a service 
environment. The units UA 0 and UA 1, the same ones that have intensively participated in 
these events related to S-D logic, are those that jointly set strategies for evaluation and change 
in the use of  technology.

Our observations suggest that the components of  S-D logic (interaction, client focus and 
learning) could be related to the behavior of  the units of  analysis UA 0 and UA 1 in terms of  
the use of  and evaluation of  ICT.

Our results show that, in cases in which people are exposed to events that meet S-D logic 
criteria, the way in which they evaluate, change and make decisions about technology abides by 
an external reference. This is related to plausible improvements in the use of  information 
systems and in the changes necessary to take better advantage of  it. Using the Argyris model as 
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the basis, the units of  analysis are demonstrating this learning when they are subjected to 
events involving S-D logic.

The lessons learned from studying this proposal constitute our result number 3 (R3). The 
mechanisms of  agreement that arise during the service agreement process are related to the 
external references and strategies that the members of  the organization use during the 
evaluation and change in the use of  ICT (see Table 7).

Table 7
The results indicate that the learning process demonstrates the influence  
of S-D logic

Expected use value

Result of use Use strategy

Use of ICT in organizations
Influences	the	mitigation 
of defensive reasoning

External references 
in the client or 
“third party”

Interaction

Knowledge exchange

After reviewing the lessons provided by the study proposals, we can say that, in light of  our 
results, the units of  analysis that participate in the events related to S-D logic demonstrate 
double-loop learning with regard to ICT use.

Since the evaluation of  the results is, according to the Argyris model, a crucial element in 
double-loop learning, we encounter the unexpected finding that the units of  analysis are 
manifesting this type of  learning during the Service Level Agreement, without the intervention 
of  the assessment of  the action results. This does not necessarily go along with double-loop 
learning, and it thus suggests that this organization is learning without the evaluation of  the 
results playing a predominant role.

The results shown in Table 8 represent the most significant finding of  our work, which leads us 
to propose a model to reduce barriers to organizational learning.

5. Discussion
Results R1 and R2 suggest that the units of  analysis change the evaluation and the use of  ICT, 
which, following the Argyris model (1977), might mean double-loop learning. This learning is 
characterized by the joint identification of  the change in use and its expected value, both based 
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on a reference that is external to the participants. The above leads us to our first theoretical 
proposition:

An organization can learn to use ICT when it jointly establishes the expected value 
and the strategy of use, with its members having an external reference 

to decide.

We observe that when the participating departments make it a requirement to satisfy a client’s 
needs, they jointly establish the value of  technology and the better way in which it can be used 
to reach their goals.

Our result R3 suggests that interaction, a client focus and learning, which are essential 
components of  service (Vargo & Lusch, 2016), might be related to the observed learning. This 
leads us to formulate our second theoretical proposition:

The features of the Service Dominant Logic might be related to the learning 
that an organization manifests surrounding the use of ICT.

That is to say, the departments that displayed biggest changes in the use and evaluation of  
technology were those that were exposed to events related to Service Dominant Logic.

The double-loop learning model has as its central concept the evaluation of  results and the 
consequent adjustment in daily actions (which constitutes single-loop learning) or in policies 
that regulate the evaluation of  the result of  these actions (which constitutes double-loop 
learning). Since the evaluation process might have negative consequences for the 
participants, there is the possibility of  the appearance, during the double-loop learning, of  
the so-called “defensive reasoning”, characterized by concealment, self-referential logic and 
uncertainty. This behavior is identified as a learning barrier (Argyris, 1977). Thus, if  
evaluation is the central concept of  learning, it is at the same time the trigger of  the 
processes that limit it.

We have also described in the theory that the service features are related to learning, and this 
is backed by the interaction and the knowledge exchange. In addition, we have seen from the 
perspective of  S-D logic that this exchange has as focal point the satisfaction of  a client’s 
needs (Vargo & Lusch, 2016). The Service Level Agreement is identified as a starting point in 
the service delivery process, in which one participant requires the knowledge of  the other to 
negotiate the terms of  the exchange (Chesbrough & Spohrer, 2006).

The results of  our research show us that the members of  the organization are learning to 
use ICT without any evaluation. This has been revealed thanks to the changes that they 
decided together about how they are going to use technology and how to evaluate the results 
of  this use.

Moreover, we find that people who manifest learning like that described above have 
participated in events in which they identify and negotiate services supported by technology. 
These events are known as the Service Level Agreement. The foregoing suggests that the 
features of  this process might be related to the manifested learning.
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Our theoretical proposition number one, seen in light of  the literature, shows us a change in 
the reference frameworks that might mean learning, but this does not concur with the initial 
theoretical model, since in the studied organization, the evaluation of  the results is not the 
trigger of  the changes. This behavior does not agree with what was pointed out in Argyris’ 
model. If  we consider that the evaluation of  the results to which we allude might lead to 
defensive reasoning, and that we have observed double-loop learning with no apparent 
barriers, we can deduce that these barriers were reduced.

In addition, we find in the initial theory that the Service Agreement processes have, among 
other components, interaction, client focus and knowledge exchange. Our theoretical 
proposition number two and our results coincide with the literature, since in the interaction in 
which the members of  the organization engage to satisfy a client’s needs, they learn together 
around the service and its components.

We can thus state as a contribution of  this work that, in line with Argyris (1977) regarding 
the double-loop learning and Vargo & Lusch (2016) regarding the characteristics of  S-D 
logic, the elements that characterize the Service Level Agreement process may be related 
to the reduction of  the barriers to learning within the organization in the following 
manner:

• The interaction leads the members to jointly establish the evaluation and the use, as 
mentioned in the results.

• Knowledge exchange results in the parties learning about the client, the service and its 
components (among them, ICT).

• The client focus provides those involved a reference to decide upon the use and evaluation 
that goes beyond their own goals. 

The evaluation of  the results is not the focal point of  the learning process, which suggests to 
us that the barrier of  defensive reasoning is mitigated by the following reasons:

• The risk of  protecting and concealing malfunctions is reduced, since without evaluation, 
there is no exposure to the consequences that the participants could perceive as being 
negative.

• Self-referential logic is reduced, since the evaluation policies are established jointly.
• Uncertainty is reduced and transparency is increased when the participants know the 

conditions of  evaluation and measurement of  results.

All of  the above leads us to propose a new model in which, through an interaction among the 
people who provide a service to a third party, they can exchange knowledge in the interests of  
meeting the needs of  the latter (the third party in question) and participate in a double-loop 
learning process (See Table 8). We can see that, during the Service Level Agreement process, 
the IT service client expresses their needs and those of  its own client (the third party in 
question), while the provider establishes the service components, their characteristics, 
possibilities and rules for use. Both interact and exchange knowledge, establishing or changing 
the expected value and strategy of  use.

In the initial theory, we already saw proposals for organizational intervention aimed at reducing 
the barriers to learning. We also find a description of  the service characteristics; among them, 
knowledge exchange. In spite of  this, until now, no model like the one described here has been 
proposed, which relates these characteristics to the double-loop learning processes, with the 
aim of  reducing the barriers inhibiting them.
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6. Conclusions
ICT, the use of  which is related to the processing of  information, is of  special interest in the 
development of  SMEs in Mexico, as it has a plausible impact on the productivity, management 
and competitiveness of  the organizations. It is for this reason that the use and assimilation of  
technology constitute the focal point of  our investigation.

The literature identifies the change in mental models as a means by which companies can use 
technology in accordance with their needs. This change is also identified as organizational 
learning. Models have also been proposed to understand and intervene in said learning. We 
have also described how the learning process is limited by barriers that are supported by the 
evaluation of  results, and they also prevent the assimilation of  ICT in SMEs.

Furthermore, the service is identified as a process that has characteristics related to learning, 
focused on meeting the needs of  a client.

We have proposed the manner in which the components inherent to S-D logic can influence 
the double-loop learning process, by reducing barriers to learning. Said reduction originates, as 
previously mentioned, in the transfer of  the process to evaluate the results. 

Our theoretical proposition can be summarized in the following terms: the intrinsic 
characteristics of  S-D logic, such as interaction, client focus and knowledge exchange, can 

Table 8
Learning model in an environment influenced by S-D logic

Third-party needs

Third-party needs
Client needs

Establishes needs

Establishes 
characteristics of 
the components

Establish expected 
value

Establish strategy 
of use

Interaction

Knowledge exchange

IT service client IT service provider
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influence the learning process in which an organization engages in terms of  ICT use when it 
mitigates defensive reasoning by leaving the evaluation of  results as a secondary process.

Our findings give us a new model of  intervention to reduce barriers to learning with regard to 
the use and assimilation of  ICT. This model mitigates defensive reasoning, shifting the 
evaluation of  results to a secondary plane, placing the emphasis on interaction, client focus and 
knowledge exchange, using a third party in question as a reference.

Our work presents a model that can be useful in organizations, especially in SMEs, so that they 
can successfully assimilate ICT in the most effective manner, thus increasing their 
competitiveness.

6.1. Limitations
Our research has been framed within a study of  an SME, following the case study 
methodology with multiple units of  analysis, the same units which have played a part in 
intervention events related to S-D logic. The foregoing leads us to identify certain limitations. 
The first refers to the possible impact that another kind of  non-observed interventions might 
have on the members of  organization learning; the second is the generalization of  the results 
to geographically distant organizations, in which the negotiation is asynchronous.

6.2. Pending research lines
Our future lines of  research will focus on the use of  the proposed model in other contexts and 
applications. We mention three that we believe are interesting to explore:

1. Our model is based on the learning of  individual technological elements (hardware or 
software) and could be applied to more complex and interconnected elements that promote 
learning centered around the technological architecture of  an organization.

2. Our model could apply to other technological elements, such as practices and processes. In 
particular, we refer to the learning that an organization could manifest in the area of  
objectives, plans and strategies.

3. The exploration of  the plan proposed in lines 1 and 2 could lead us to set out a management 
model for ICT based on organizational learning.
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